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TO WHOM THIS MAY CONCERN
Please do not allow the proposed incinerator to be built in Eastern Creek or anywhere in
AUSTRALIA, you need to urge our government LOCAL< STATE> FEDERAL to make a ban on
plastic all together. Getting rid of single use bag is not good enough, as other states have done,
if other major countries and cities can do it..so can we.
We have the best oceans, beaches and I would like to keep it that way. This plastic is harming
everyone. Burning it isn't going to make the situation any better.
When are you going to bring in the recycle all the pet bottles, glasses like other countries like
S.A/N.T does? It's supposed to come here in 2017 and I've yet to see these collection deposits?
It's disgusting seeing garbage thrown about everywhere in Canada where my wife is from when
they started the recycling deposits...you don't see much rubbish about and their very good at
recycling. Why is Australia so backwards?
My family does our part the best we can in recycling and composting most of our own garbage.
With this method that there trying to approve it's not the best way to go, with it will come all sorts
of other forms of pollution. I'm scared for children's health and my wife's health as already the air
bourne particles are not kind to her asthma.
IT won't encourage recycling at all.
You need to change the manufacturing rules...and the State and Federal Governments can DO
SO MUCH MORE, after all you pass the rules and regulations, need to get tougher.
I worry if this is built, I have canvassed and got signatures of pledges against this matter and alot
of citizens agree with me, they WE JUST DO NOT WANT IT.
THE WEST DESERVE BETTER< AUSTRALIA DESERVES BETTER!
Please do not DOT build this incinerator.
Thanking you
Aloysius Dion Van Gramberg

